ACPRAC Agenda - Fri Dec 16, 10:30, 52 Bascom

Jocelyn Milner <jocelyn.milner@wisc.edu>
Tue 12/13/2016 5:18 PM
To: acprac@lists.wisc.edu <acprac@lists.wisc.edu>

Hi Everyone,

This Friday is our next scheduled ACPRAC meeting. We will be getting together from 10:30-12:00pm. We are in 52 Bascom for our meeting.

Scott and I have put the following agenda together for our discussion and decisions. We’re looking forward to a great discussion on Friday – lots of topics that need your insight and wisdom.

AGENDA

1. Introductions and Welcome

2. October Meeting Minutes. (https://uwmadison.box.com/s/9zyycxz1yqsva65x6l979alsj4s34bt)

3. Filter Sub-Committee discussion – Wren
   We reviewed the categories in October and provided feedback. We will want to review the revised categories and approve them for moving forward.
   The supporting document is attached

4. Lumen Update – Beth, Scott
   a) Guide
   b) Course Proposal

5. Guide Requirements - CourseList Discussion - Beth
   a. Must all courses that fulfill a requirement be listed, even if the list is extremely long?
   b. Should courses that are accepted as fulfilling a requirement, but are not the preferred method of doing so, be listed?

6. Guide Front Matter – Discussion and development of a plan for review of Guide front matter. We propose a subgroup to review existing content and make recommendations about updating the content to ACPRAC. (Planning for major restructuring of front matter will be planned for after the publication of the first Guide.) – Scott, Beth
   Here is a list of proposed members:
   a. OUA – Wren Singer
   b. APIR – Michelle Young
   c. RO – Meg Hamel?
   d. Student Life – Argyle (or designee)
   e. Toni for editing
   f. Group convener to be identified

7. Update on Lee Brintle’s visit – Scott, Beth, Michelle

Thanks everyone – stay warm! We look forward to seeing you on Friday. Jocelyn